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REVIEW

Determinants of translation efﬁciency and accuracy

This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution Noncommercial No Derivative
Works 3.0 Unported License, which permits distribution and
reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and
source are credited. This license does not permit commercial
exploitation or the creation of derivative works without speciﬁc
permission.

expression consists of the throughput of the process on one hand
and of its costs on the other (Dekel and Alon, 2005). The costs of
the process are numerous and they consist of investment of
building blocks and energy and allocation of cellular resources,
such as the ribosomes and tRNAs (Stoebel et al, 2008). Accuracy
can be described as the probability that the translated protein will
be error free and match the sequence prescribed by the encoding
gene sequence, in addition to the likelihood that it will fold
properly within the cell (Drummond and Wilke, 2008; Zhou et al,
2009). The advent of modern genomics and systems biology has
revolutionized our understanding of the diversity of molecular
and systems-level mechanisms that control and optimize translation efﬁciency and accuracy (Arava et al, 2003; Dittmar et al, 2004;
Lackner et al, 2007; Hendrickson et al, 2009; Ingolia et al, 2009).
The apparent redundancy of the genetic code, in which most of
the amino acids can be translated by more than one codon, offers
evolution the opportunity to tune the efﬁciency and accuracy of
protein production to various levels while maintaining the same
amino-acid sequence. The various codons that correspond to the
same amino acid are often considered ‘synonymous,’ yet their
corresponding tRNAs might differ in their amounts in cells and
thus also in the speed in which they will be recognized by the
ribosome (Varenne et al, 1984; Sorensen et al, 1989). Also, the
alternative nucleotide sequences of the various codon choices for
a protein might give rise to transcripts with different secondary
structure and stability, which may affect translation (Kudla et al,
2009) and even folding (Komar et al, 1999; Kimchi-Sarfaty et al,
2007). The number of alternative nucleotide sequences that could
still code for the same protein is astronomical, leaving many
degrees of freedom that evolution could use for achieving control
without affecting the protein sequence. While the non-random
usage of synonymous codons is often correctly assumed to reﬂect
the action of neutral drift, in an increasing number of cases it now
turns out to reﬂect the result of natural selection, perhaps mainly
for tuning efﬁciency and accuracy of translation (Drummond and
Wilke, 2008; Cannarozzi et al, 2010; Tuller et al, 2010a). The
translation process is highly regulated by diverse structural
elements and sequence motifs during each of the initiation,
elongation and termination steps. Recent studies have enlightened our understanding of translational regulation, for both
natural and stress conditions (Loh and Song, 2010; Spriggs et al,
2010). In this review, we will focus on the dissimilar, sometimes
even opposite effect of different synonymous codons on both
translation efﬁciency and accuracy.

Introduction

Quantiﬁcation of translation efﬁciency

Expression of genes is one of the most central molecular processes
in living cells. Organisms invest a considerable amount of their
resources, including energy, raw material and information
bandwidth, to carry out the process, while optimizing efﬁciency,
responsiveness and accuracy. During evolution, organisms
evolved sophisticated means to achieve all of these goals and
to balance between them when needed. Efﬁciency of gene

During evolution, cells evolved means to tune the efﬁciency of
translation of different genes to different desired levels. Some
gene products are needed in higher amounts than others, while
the expression of others, such as regulatory proteins tends to
be low. Perhaps more challenging are genes that need to be
translated at various levels in different conditions (Takagi
et al, 2005; Lu et al, 2006; Ingolia et al, 2009). A more formal
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Proper functioning of biological cells requires that the
process of protein expression be carried out with high
efﬁciency and ﬁdelity. Given an amino-acid sequence of a
protein, multiple degrees of freedom still remain that
may allow evolution to tune efﬁciency and ﬁdelity for each
gene under various conditions and cell types. Particularly,
the redundancy of the genetic code allows the choice
between alternative codons for the same amino acid,
which, although ‘synonymous,’ may exert dramatic effects
on the process of translation. Here we review modern
developments in genomics and systems biology that have
revolutionized our understanding of the multiple means by
which translation is regulated. We suggest new means to
model the process of translation in a richer framework that
will incorporate information about gene sequences, the
tRNA pool of the organism and the thermodynamic stability
of the mRNA transcripts. A practical demonstration of a
better understanding of the process would be a more
accurate prediction of the proteome, given the transcriptome at a diversity of biological conditions.
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Table I Traditional measures of translation elongation efﬁciency

Index name

The model by which translation
efﬁciency of a gene is estimated

Properties of translation elongation efﬁciency measure
Explicitly
consider the
tRNAs
availability

Considers the
effect of aminoacid composition

Discrimination
between translation
efﬁciency of
individual codons

Complexitya of
implementation
for many species

The frequency of use
of optimal codons,
Fop (Ikemura, 1981)

The measure quantiﬁes the fraction of
optimal codons in a gene

Yes

No

Lowb

High

Codon Bias Index,
CBI (Bennetzen and
Hall, 1982)

Measure of the fraction of codon
choices, which is biased to n preferred
codons (relative to random usage of
synonymous codons)

Yes

No

Lowb

High

The codon
adaptation index,
CAI (Sharp and Li,
1987)

The geometric mean of the ratios of the
frequency of each codon in highly
expressed genes to the frequency of its
most abundant synonymous codon

No

Partiallyc

Partiallyd

Moderate

The ‘effective
number of codons’,
Nc (Wright, 1990)

Measures the extent to which the
codon usage of a gene departs from
equal usage of synonymous codons

No

No

None

Very low

The tRNA
Adaptation Index,
tAI (dos Reis et al,
2004)

The geometric mean of the availability
of the tRNAs that serve each codon

Yes

Yes

High

Low

a

The complexity of implementation is evaluated by the nature of the required input data. Trivially, all measures weight the number of occurrence of each of the 61
codons in the gene of interest. Additionally, the tAI measure requires the identiﬁcation of all tRNA genes in the genome and their classiﬁcation according to their
anticodons, whereas the CAI measure requires a reference set of known highly expressed genes. The implementation of the Fop and CBI measures obligates a reference
set of identiﬁed ‘optimal’ or ‘preferred’ codons, which are dominantly used in highly expressed genes, respectively.
b
The measure classiﬁes codons into only two categories.
c
The score weights different patterns of distribution of synonymous codons. Yet, the values of two hypothetical genes that differ from each other by their amino-acid
composition, but use only the most abundant codons, are identical.
d
Codons that do not appear in the reference set were assigned with a ﬁxed frequency.

treatment of the question ‘what is the optimal level of
expression of a given protein’ suggests that the level should
be such that the beneﬁt due to expression of the gene should
exceed the costs of its production at that level (Dekel and Alon,
2005). Evolving a genome-wide translation regulation regime
thus amounts to determining the efﬁciency of translation of
various genes at different conditions, cell types and tissues.
The various genes in the genome, depending on their
sequence, might be more or less efﬁcient in consuming the
cellular resources of translation, including the ribosomes, the
tRNAs, the aminoacyl tRNA synthetases, amino acids, translation
factors and energy. A major challenge is to model and predict
translation efﬁciency from the sequences of genes. A sign of
success in the future would be the ability to predict protein
abundances genome wide in various cell types and conditions.
Traditional computations of translation elongation efﬁciency (see Table I) may consider the mRNA coding sequence
alone and may additionally include explicit inspection of the
tRNA pool. Models of the ﬁrst type, which measure the codon
bias of genes—i.e., the non-random assignment of codons to
amino acids—revealed decades ago that a striking correlation
exists between codon usage and expression levels (Grantham
et al, 1981; Bennetzen and Hall, 1982; Gouy and Gautier,
1982). In these models, genes that have a codon usage
pattern reminiscent of selected ‘elite’ highly expressed genes
are likely to be highly expressed too. The most common index
of this sort is the codon adaptation index, CAI (Sharp and
Li, 1987). The CAI deﬁnes the relative adaptiveness of an
individual codon encoding a given amino acid as the ratio
2 Molecular Systems Biology 2011

of the codon’s frequency in highly expressed genes to the
frequency of the most abundant codon for that amino acid.
The CAI for a gene is then calculated as the geometric mean
of the relative adaptiveness values of all the codons along
that gene.
The second type of measures explicitly considers the tRNA
pool, gauging the availability of tRNA at each codon along the
gene. The correspondences between tRNA concentration and
translation elongation speed are based on earlier observations, indicating that translation elongation rate is positively
correlated with the tRNA concentrations of the translated
codons (Varenne et al, 1984). In E. coli, codons corresponding
to highly abundant tRNAs are translated as much as sixfold
faster than their synonymous tRNA counterparts that occur at
lower concentrations (Sorensen et al, 1989). Following early
works (Ikemura, 1981; Ikemura and Ozeki, 1983), the tRNA
Adaptation index, tAI (dos Reis et al, 2004) was developed.
The tAI follows the mathematical model of the CAI, but it
estimates the translation efﬁciency of a given gene by assessing the availability of the tRNAs that serve each codon rather
than the codon usage itself. As tRNA levels are typically not
readily measured, the amount of the different tRNAs in cells is
often deduced from the copy number of the tRNA-coding genes
in the genome. The usage of tRNA gene copy number as a
proxy of tRNA abundance is supported by several observations
(Dong et al, 1996; Percudani et al, 1997; Kanaya et al, 1999;
Tuller et al, 2010a). When calculating the tAI, the tRNA
availability of a given codon incorporates both the approximated tRNA levels of its fully-matched tRNA, as well as
& 2011 EMBO and Macmillan Publishers Limited
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contributions from tRNAs that contribute to translation
through Crick’s wobble rules (Crick, 1966). An obvious
advantage of the tAI over the CAI is that it alleviates the need
to identify a priori the ‘elite’ set of highly expressed genes as a
reference. Instead, it only requires the identiﬁcation of all tRNA
genes in the genome and their classiﬁcation according to their
anti-codons. The tAI measure enables a convenient implementation for many species, and yet, its assumptions regarding the
relative strength of imperfect codon–anticodon pairing should be
further tuned (Ran and Higgs, 2010). Nonetheless, in studies in a
collection of yeast species, both measures correlated highly with
mRNA levels (Pearson’s correlation 0.6–0.7) in a genome-wide
survey (Man and Pilpel, 2007).
But should we expect tAI and CAI values of genes to correlate
with the corresponding mRNA or protein abundances? To begin
with, mRNA and protein abundances are often correlated between
themselves (de Sousa Abreu et al, 2009; Vogel et al, 2010) so that
any measure that correlates with one of them might show aboverandom levels of correlation with the other. Ideally, a measure of
translation efﬁciency should correlate with the ratio of protein to
mRNA level, and indeed the tAI has been shown to correlate
with measures of this sort. In S. cerevisiae, the simple correlation
between tAI and protein-to-mRNA ratio is very weak compared
with the correspondence between tAI and mRNA levels, and
yet it is still statistically signiﬁcant (Pearson’s correlation¼0.123,
P-value¼1.47 109). The correlation between protein abundance and tAI, given the genes’ mRNA levels, however, is higher
(Pearson’s partial correlation¼0.38, P-value¼8.54  1081; Tuller
et al, 2010b). Similarly, signiﬁcant positive correlations were
detected between tAI and protein levels for sets of yeast proteins
having the same mRNA levels (Man and Pilpel, 2007). Furthermore, in S. cerevisiae, the contribution of codon choice to the
variations in the mRNA–protein correlation remains of prime
importance even where RNA decay and protein half-life are taken
in consideration (Wu et al, 2008). Interestingly though, measures
such as CAI and tAI have been shown (especially in unicellulars)
to correlate with both mRNA and protein levels, yet probably due
to completely different reasons (Figure 1). More intuitive is the
correlation with protein levels—high CAI or tAI values for genes
should increase translation efﬁciency and thus increase protein
levels at a given mRNA level. Less intuitive is the correlation
between mRNA levels and CAI or tAI. Non-optimal codon usage of
genes can be detrimental to the cell as it will increase the
sequestration of ribosomes during translation, while usage of
preferred codons might optimize the allocation of ribosomes to
certain genes (Andersson and Kurland, 1990; Kudla et al, 2009).
The interesting point is that the weight of such effects depends on
mRNA levels, so that wasteful sequestration of ribosomes on a low
copy mRNA will have a minor effect on the cellular ribosomal
pool. Thus, the evolutionary pressure to optimize the codons of
genes should increase with their mRNA levels, thereby presumably creating the correlation between mRNA levels and measures
such as CAI and tAI.

Advanced challenges in assessing
translation efﬁciency and accuracy
The tAI and the CAI measures predict gene expression with
reasonable accuracy, yet alleviating some of the assumptions
& 2011 EMBO and Macmillan Publishers Limited
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Figure 1 mRNA levels have an evolutionary effect on translation efﬁciency,
which in turn affects protein levels on a physiological timescale. The positive
correlation between mRNAs level to measures of translation efﬁciency, such as
CAI or tAI, might reﬂect an evolutionary pressure to optimize the codon usage of
highly expressed mRNAs so as not to sequester too many ribosomes—the faster
the elongation rate is, the shorter the time in which a ribosome is bound to any
particular mRNA. The extent of evolutionary pressure to optimize a gene should
thus positively correlate with its mRNA level. On the other hand, the positive
correlation between translation efﬁciency measures and protein abundance
probably acts on a much faster timescale, of mechanistic physiological
processes, and it is also governed by evolutionary forces. The codon usage of
proteins that are needed at high expression levels is adjusted to achieve hightranslation efﬁciency at a given mRNA level. The signiﬁcant correlation between
the tAI and protein-to-mRNA ratio suggests the causal effect on protein levels.

on which they are based might lead to more accurate models
of translation efﬁciency (see Figure 2).
First, we need to estimate the concentration of amino
acid-loaded tRNAs. The life cycle of a tRNA molecule is
complicated, it requires transcription, further processing
including base modiﬁcation and charging with amino acid.
Recent measurements (Zaborske et al, 2009) are beginning to
supply estimates on availability of ‘ready-to-translate’ tRNAs
and in general such abundance levels might deviate from
the copy number of the tRNA genes, and even from just the
concentration of the tRNA molecules in the cell. For example,
amino-acid starvation differentially affects the charging levels
of isoaccepting tRNA species, leading to wide variation in the
sensitivity of the translation rate of individual codons to
amino-acid deﬁciency (Sorensen, 2001; Elf et al, 2003).
Second, not only the global codon usage of a gene, but also the
order of the high- and low-efﬁciency codons along the gene
may affect translation efﬁciency. According to measures such
as CAI and tAI, the order of high- and low-efﬁciency codons
along the transcript is ignored. Recent analysis of multiple
genomes revealed a trend in which the ﬁrst approximately
30–50 codons in genes preferentially correspond to more rare
tRNAs (Tuller et al, 2010a). Such genic sections form ‘lowefﬁciency ramps’, which might deliberately attenuate the
ribosome during early elongation. The authors showed that
such a proﬁle is particularly pronounced in highly expressed
genes and, at least in yeast, it is inversely correlated
with ribosomal density (experimentally measured by Ingolia
et al (2009)). This correspondence with the experimentally
measured ribosomal density data is an indication that the
translation efﬁciency proﬁle is probably a speed proﬁle, aiming
to control the rate of ﬂow of the ribosomes by localizing an early
trafﬁc bottleneck (Figure 2A). It was proposed that such
deliberate early attenuation enables a jam-free ﬂow of ribosomes
once they passed that region, thus reducing the probability of
Molecular Systems Biology 2011 3
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Figure 2 Advanced challenges in assessing translation efﬁciency. New evidences challenge the common simpliﬁed assumptions in assessing translation efﬁciency.
Shown in all sub-ﬁgures are two codon types, which may differ in their translation elongation efﬁciency, a ‘blue’ and a ‘orange’, served respectively by a ‘blue’ and a
‘orange’ types of tRNA. Some of the amino acids on the polypeptides are also colored blue or orange, reﬂecting the different efﬁciency of the codons that code for them.
The following lines of further research into the mechanisms of translation are suggested: (A) The order of high- and low-efﬁciency codons (the later are colored in
orange) is meaningful and can be utilized by evolution to design an optimal schedule for ribosomal ﬂow on transcripts. In particular, the slow ‘ramp’ observed in the 50
end, especially of highly expressed genes, may avoid jamming of ribosomes once they passed it. (B) A local concentration of a tRNA molecule that was just released
from the ribosome is high in the vicinity of the subsequent codons. Thus, although some tRNAs might be at low concentration over the entire cell volume, they might be
present at relatively higher level in proximity of the codons they just ﬁnished translating. According to this possibility, the efﬁciency of translation of a codon depends also
on whether that codon was used a few codons upstream on the same mRNA molecule. An indication for the mechanism might be that similar codons tend to cluster
together on mRNA sequences. (C) Regulation of expression of the tRNAs could lead to dynamic changes in their availability in time or space dimensions, e.g., under
various conditions, differential developmental stages, or at different tissues. (D) The efﬁciency of translation is a function of the ratio between the supply and the demand
for each tRNA. The demand for different tRNAs, namely—the actual representation of the 61 codons at the transcriptome, might vary between different cell types,
different environmental conditions and different time points along organism’s life. Here, during the transition from condition I to II, the transcriptome changes from mainly
consisting of genes that are rich in the blue codon to genes that more heavily biased towards the orange one; as a result the demand for the corresponding orange tRNA
increases in the second condition.

ribosome fall-off. Such a design could increase the productivity
of expression while minimizing the costs of the process. This
reasoning is consistent with indication of increasing selection
against frameshifting errors towards the 30 end of coding
sequences (Huang et al, 2009).
Third, local pools of elevated availability of required
tRNAs might promote translation elongation efﬁciency. An
implicit assumption of traditional models such as tAI is that
all codons utilize the same global tRNA pool. Surprisingly,
a recent observation (Cannarozzi et al, 2010) implied that the
4 Molecular Systems Biology 2011

availability of the same tRNAs might be different on different
positions along the same mRNA (Figure 2B). This study
showed that in subsequent occurrences of the same amino
acids, genes tend to deliberately use codons that are translated
by the same cognate tRNA. Similar to the ramp design, this
trend was shown to be predominantly obeyed by rapidly
induced genes, hinting that this is another means to boost
translation efﬁciency. The authors hypothesized that codons at
the ribosome A-site can utilize recycled tRNAs from the codons
that were just translated. To further establish their hypothesis,
& 2011 EMBO and Macmillan Publishers Limited
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they synthesized variants of the green ﬂuorescent protein (GFP)
gene in which the internal arrangement of synonymous
codons either maximized or minimized the potential reuse of
tRNAs from near-by position, and observed the expected
increase or decrease in expression.
From a kinetic point of view this hypothesis is not trivial.
First, it requires that the diffusion of the recycled tRNA will be
slow enough compared to the rate of translation elongation.
This situation may even necessitate or predict the existence
of ‘local translation factories’ nearby the ribosome, which
will supply the re-charging services to the recycled tRNA.
Studies indicating the capacity of aminoacyl–tRNA synthetases to interact with the ribosome (Kaminska et al, 2009) and
reporting on colocalization of protein translation components
(Barbarese et al, 1995) may serve as supported evidence.
Fourth, the tRNA pool might change dynamically rather
than being constant (Figure 2C). According to the simplest
models, the tRNA pool is assumed to remain constant
throughout the life of a cell and in different cell types of the
body. Yet measurements of the tRNA pool in different tissues
and cell types showed interesting differences, suggesting that
the same gene might be translated differently in each such
environment (Dittmar et al, 2006). Similarly, in the transition
from fermentation to respiration in yeast, the tRNA pool also
seems to change (Tuller et al, 2010a). Likewise, the tRNA pool
might change during development. The replacement of seven
suboptimal codons by optimal ones in the ADH gene of
Drosophila led to in vivo increase of its activity in third-instar
larva, but in the adult ﬂies it resulted in reduced activity of this
gene (Hense et al, 2010). This result might reﬂect differences in
tRNA pools between larvae and adult ﬂies, though the authors
consider additional possibilities.
Finally, the demand for the various tRNAs, presented by the
transcriptome, might change dynamically too (Figure 2D).
Presumably, the efﬁciency of translation is a function of
the ratio between the supply and the demand for each tRNA.
If a given tRNA is highly expressed, but the codons that
correspond to that tRNA are highly represented in the
transcriptome present at a given condition, then translation
efﬁciency from that tRNA might be compromised in that
condition. Interestingly, different codons do indeed ﬂuctuate
in their representation in the transcriptome at various
conditions (H Gingold, Z Bloom, O Dahan and Y Pilpel, in
preparation) emphasizing the need for parallel assessment of
the representation of the codons in the transcriptome and the
tRNA pool in a richer model of translation efﬁciency.
Challenging the above assumptions of the simple models
may thus result in a more comprehensive model of translation
efﬁciency. Such a richer model might not only improve protein
level predictions, it might also explain tissue and condition variation in protein levels, the effects of mutations on
translation efﬁciency, stochastic ﬂuctuation in protein level
and rapidity of expression response to signals and changes.

Evolutionary selection for codon—tRNA
adaptation
What are the indications that genes were selected during
evolution to optimize their translation efﬁciency? On the face
& 2011 EMBO and Macmillan Publishers Limited

of it one may ask ‘why not select for better translation efﬁciency
even if it were to contribute only minutely to ﬁtness?’ The
answer comes from population genetics that teaches us that
traits are ﬁxated in populations not only according to their
ﬁtness gain but also due to random drift caused by neutral
mutations. In that respect, neutral mutations act like thermal
noise in thermodynamic systems; they may prevent ﬁxation
of traits with positive, yet small ﬁtness value. The effective
population size (Hartl and Taubes, 1998) of a species
determines how small the ﬁtness value of a mutation can be
while still allowing its ﬁxation. Qualitatively, the rule is
simple—the larger the species’ effective population size, the
higher the probability of ﬁxation. The question of whether the
genes in a genome are indeed subject to selective pressure to
enhance translation efﬁciency is thus a priori open until
rigorous criteria are met, and one would expect that while
microbial species, with typically large population sizes, might
manifest it, small effective population size species, such as
human, might not (Bulmer, 1991; dos Reis and Wernisch, 2009).
As genomic data for coding sequences and measured levels
of gene expression started accumulating, the indications of
selective pressures for translational selection suggested by
early evidences (Ikemura, 1985; Shields et al, 1988; Stenico
et al, 1994; Moriyama and Powell, 1997) are becoming well
established. A consistent trend of increased usage of codons
that correspond to the most abundant tRNAs, especially in
highly expressed genes, was detected in bacteria (Lithwick and
Margalit, 2003). In yeast species it was found that entire gene
modules, pathways and complexes might show coordinated
selection for translation efﬁciency in some species, but not in
others, depending on lifestyle needs. For instance, while genes
belonging to fermentative pathways are codon-optimized in
anaerobic species, respiratory genes show selection of optimal
codons in aerobic yeasts (Man and Pilpel, 2007), and in related
cases (Jiang et al, 2008). Selection for translation efﬁciency
was shown also in some multicellulars such as C. elegans, D.
melanogaster and Arabidopsis thaliana (Duret and Mouchiroud, 1999; Duret, 2000; Heger and Ponting, 2007; Drummond
and Wilke, 2008). Yet, as expected from the above population
theoretic arguments, attempts to demonstrate selection for
translation efﬁciency in human, and to further correlate it with
expression levels, yield contradictory results—reviewed in
Chamary et al (2006). Some studies found no evidence for
translational selection in human (Kanaya et al, 2001; dos Reis
et al, 2004), suggesting that synonymous codons in human
are not selected to maximize translation efﬁciency (Lercher
et al, 2003). Conversely, other studies do indicate weak, yet
signiﬁcant, translational selection in human, according to
estimates of codon usage adaptation to the global tRNA pool
(Comeron, 2004; Lavner and Kotlar, 2005). Future related
studies may further the exploration of tissue-speciﬁc expression patterns of tRNA isoaccpetors (Dittmar et al, 2006), and
would ultimately be incorporated into more comprehensive
measures of translation elongation efﬁciency.
Translational selection is also emerging in the context of
adaptation between viruses and their hosts. Several studies
showed codon bias in genes of bacteriophages towards their
bacterial host codon bias (Sharp et al, 1984; Carbone, 2008;
Lucks et al, 2008; Bahir et al, 2009), suggesting selection for
efﬁcient translation of the viral genes. Interestingly, the
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Figure 3 Sequence motifs in the vicinity of the initiation site and ribosome occupancy. The ﬁgure displays sequence motif logos of the sequence spanning between
positions 15 and þ 18 relative to the initiating AUG for two yeast genes sets—high ribosome-occupancy genes and low ribosome-occupancy genes (Arava et al, 2003).
The sequence logos show an interesting signature of enrichment in Adenine nucleotides upstream to the initiating AUG codon in genes with high ribosome occupancy (A),
accompanied with particular nucleotide preference at positions þ 5 and þ 6 (B). The 50 UTR sequence of low ribosome-occupancy genes is also enriched with Adenine
nucleotides (C), yet to a much lower extent. Genes with low ribosome occupancy show no nucleotide preference downstream to the initiating AUG codons (D). For this
display, high ribosome-occupancy and low ribosome-occupancy genes (204 and 206 genes, respectively) were deﬁned as genes at the top and at the bottom of the
ribosome-occupancy distribution (occupancy40.85, or occupancyo0.6 correspondingly). The 50 UTR sequences of the investigated genes were derived from the study by
Nagalakshmi et al (2008); the coding regions were downloaded from SGD web site. Sequence logos were created using WebLogo (Crooks et al, 2004).

genomes of some viruses may contain a small selection of
tRNA genes that might be added to the cellular tRNA pool and
participate in translation upon infection. Why are such tRNA
genes selected to be included in the typically very compact
viral genome? A comprehensive analysis showed that the
speciﬁc sets of viral-encoded tRNA genes were selected by
the virus during evolution, presumably as they may boost
translation efﬁciency of virus’s own genes (Bailly-Bechet et al,
2007). An interesting possibility is that the viral tRNA genes
might allow the virus to infect also hosts of a wide spectrum of
codon usage, thus increasing the bandwidth of potential hosts,
by alleviating the need to adapt precisely to the codon usage of
each host separately.

Sequence-dependent determinants of
translation-initiation rate
The overall speed of translation is determined by the rates of its
three major steps—initiation, elongation and termination. The
initiation step is regulated by a variety of structural elements
and sequence motifs, some of which are uniquely associated
with either prokaryotic or eukaryotic organisms (Kozak,
2005; Jackson et al, 2010). Such structural elements in
eukaryotes are the 7-methylguanosine cap and the poly-(A)
tail, which synergistically enhance translation-initiation efﬁciency (Gallie, 1991) via circularization of the mRNA, which in
turn is mediated by interactions with eukaryotic-initiation
factors (Tarun and Sachs, 1996; Kahvejian et al, 2005). In
addition to a contribution of the 30 end of the transcript to
6 Molecular Systems Biology 2011

initiation, binding and assembly of the ribosome for a round
of translation is governed by the sequence and the mRNA
secondary structure in the vicinity of the start codon. In
prokaryotes, ribosome binding occurs at the purine-rich ShineDelgarno (SD) sequence (Shine and Dalgarno, 1974), located a
few nucleotides upstream from the start codon, which is
complementary to a sequence near the 30 end of 16S rRNA
(Steitz and Jakes, 1975; Jacob et al, 1987). In eukaryotes,
translation initiation follows a scanning mechanism of the
mRNA by the ribosome. The 40S ribosomal subunit enters at
the 50 end of the mRNA and migrates linearly until it
encounters the ﬁrst AUG codon (Kozak, 2002). The ribosome
will initiate that ﬁrst AUG codon if it is ﬂanked by a short
sequence motif, known as ‘Kozak sequence’ (Kozak, 1986).
An important question is whether different variations on the
sequence motif in the vicinity of the translation start site
are associated with, and perhaps even determining, difference
in translation-initiation efﬁciency. It was previously shown
that the 50 untranslated sequence of yeast mRNAs is rich in
A-residues, and that highly expressed genes commonly use the
Serine UCU codon as second triplet in the open-reading frame
(Hamilton et al, 1987). More recently, using data on genomewide ribosome density (Ingolia et al, 2009), Robbins-Pianka
et al (2010) reported on reduced predicted secondary structure
in 50 UTRs, especially in high ribosome-density genes in yeast.
Genome-wide measurements of occupancy and density of
ribosomes on mRNA enable us to systematically examine how
sequence in the vicinity of the initiation site may affect
initiation efﬁciency. Figure 3 shows a sequence motif logo
of the sequence ﬂanking the AUG start codon for two sets of
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S. cerevisiae genes—low ribosome-occupancy genes and
high ribosome-occupancy genes, based on Arava’s analysis
of ribosome occupancy (Arava et al, 2003). Clearly, high
ribosome-occupancy genes show a motif with moderate
information content, whereas the low ribosome-occupancy
motif shows little or no consensus. Speciﬁcally, the analysis
shows the preferred usage of the A nucleotide along the 15
positions upstream to the start codon, and in particularly at
positions 4 to 1, in high ribosome-occupancy genes. This
analysis suggests a hierarchy between genes in the ﬁt of their
50 UTR sequences to a canonical-initiation motif, which may
determine the relative initiation efﬁciency of each gene in the
genome. In addition, for high-occupancy genes, the sequence
logo shows a pointed elevated usage of nucleotides C and U,
in the 5th and 6th positions in the open-reading frame.
Interestingly, the second codon position shows elevated tAI
values on average (Tuller et al, 2010a) suggesting a selection
for high-translation efﬁciency for efﬁcient release and recycling of the initiator methionine tRNA. Indeed, this signal is
more pronounced in genes with high ribosome occupancy
compared with genes with low occupancy (H Gingold and
Y Pilpel, unpublished data, 2011).

Association between mRNA folding and
translation rate
The mRNA molecules in the cell often assume a secondary and
a tertiary structure that might be tight for some genes, and
loose for others. For translation to proceed, such structure
must be threaded through the ribosome. Here is thus another
opportunity to regulate and induce wide variation in translation efﬁciency of genes—the tightness of their mRNA structure
might control both the ribosome binding and the rate of its
ﬂow across them. Early evidences indicate that the stability
of base pairing at the ribosome-binding site or in its vicinity
is a major determinant of translation-initiation efﬁciency in
prokaryotes (Schauder and McCarthy, 1989). In eukaryotic
organisms, tight secondary structures along the 50 UTR were
shown to reduce translation efﬁciency, especially if they are
located in proximity to the translation start site, presumably by
obstructing ribosome binding (Wang and Wessler, 2001).
The effect of mRNA structure on translation was traditionally deciphered by inspecting natural genes from various
genomes (Jia and Li, 2005). Now, synthetic biology may to
complement this picture by allowing researchers to manipulate one property of a gene, while keeping many others
constant. Recently, Kudla et al (2009) provided a good example
for this modern trend by synthesizing a library of 154 GFP
genes that varied randomly at synonymous sites, while
encoding the same amino-acid sequence. They expressed the
GFP genes in E. coli, and detected 250-fold variation in
expression levels. They found that tight structure at the 50 end
of the mRNA inhibits translation, whereas loose structures
promote it. These results are consistent with the notion that
the initiation step is of prime importance in determining gene
expression levels. In prokaryotes, ribosome binding occurs at
the SD sequence (Shine and Dalgarno, 1974) located upstream
from the start codon. Interestingly, it was shown before that
masking of the initiation site by tight secondary structure can
& 2011 EMBO and Macmillan Publishers Limited

be offset by a stronger-than-normal SD interaction (de Smit
and van Duin, 1994; Olsthoorn et al, 1995). As Kudla et al
(2009) only varied the coding region of GFP, this possibility
was not tested in their recent study.
The association between the stability of secondary structures in the translation-initiation region and translation
efﬁciency is further supported by large-scale computational
analysis (Gu et al, 2010), indicating a genome-wide trend
of reduced mRNA stability near the start codon for both
prokaryotic and eukaryotic species. Here too the trend was
found to be enhanced among highly expressed genes,
suggesting an effect of translation efﬁciency.

Determining the overall rate of translation:
one key factor or a ‘combination lock’?
While it is widely accepted that mRNA folding and codon–
anticodon adaptation are the key factors in the determination
of initiation and elongation rates, respectively, the identity of
the rate-limiting step of the overall translation efﬁciency
remains controversial. Surprisingly, and in contradiction to
many studies of natural genes, Kudla et al (2009) indicate that
the variation in protein expression levels in the GFP library is
not derived at all from codon bias differences (measured by the
Codon Adaption Index). They proposed instead that the mRNA
folding at the beginning of the transcript has the predominant
role in shaping expression level of individual genes, whereas
selection for codon bias aims to increase the global rate of
protein synthesis by reducing the ribosomes sequestering on
the mRNA. A related study inspected E. coli and S. cerevisiae
and found similar trends of relatively loose secondary
structure stability near 50 ends of genes (Tuller et al, 2010b).
The authors investigated the interplay between folding energy
and codon bias in determining translation efﬁciency across all
the genes of E. coli and S. cerevisiae. Unlike the results obtained
by Kudla et al (2009) for synthetic genes, Tuller et al (2010b)
observed a signiﬁcant correlation between codon bias and
protein abundance (normalized to mRNA level), but no direct
correlation between folding energy and protein abundance.
These authors did ﬁnd, however, that the strength of
association between codon bias and protein expression is
modulated by folding energy. Part of the reason for this
apparent discrepancy between the natural and synthetic genes
was suggested to be the different distribution of folding energy
values between the two gene sets (Tuller et al, 2010b).
Future studies will probably investigate the separate
contribution of the diverse determinants of translation
efﬁciency to the overall rate of translation. Such an analysis
was carried out for the Desulfovibrio vulgaris bacteria, aiming
to assess the contribution of sequence features associated with
the initiation, elongation and termination steps to the variation
in mRNA–protein correlation (Nie et al, 2006). Ideally, such
studies will take into consideration in vivo estimation of
mRNA decay and protein degradation as potential confounding factors. This reasoning is consistent with recent studies
indicating for higher conservation of protein abundance than
mRNA levels across different species, hence implying for
major role of either translational or protein degradation
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control in maintaining proteins in desired levels (Schrimpf
et al, 2009; Laurent et al, 2010).
An important challenge is to appropriately consider features
in the mRNA that affect translation. For example, in addition to
its prime effect on ribosome binding and initiation, the
secondary structure of mRNA governs the movement of the
ribosome during elongation too, suggesting a broader effect of
mRNA structure on translation (Wen et al, 2008). In that
respect, modern investigations broaden the scope of the
classical ribosome attenuation model that was originally
described as a mechanism relevant to amino-acid biosynthetic
genes only (Yanofsky, 1981).
It is interesting to note the difference between the expressions of natural genes in their natural genome compared to
man-made heterologous expression systems, in which one
often expresses a gene from one species in another species. In
both cases, the need to optimize expression of a given protein
often arises, but beyond that some of the actual considerations
might be very different. A native gene in its natural genome
can be highly expressed but only to the extent that the beneﬁt
from the gene will not exceed the costs associated with its
production. Some of the costs are direct, e.g., consumption of
raw material and energy, and some are indirect, e.g., sequestration of the gene expression apparatus. Thus, even the most
highly expressed genes in a natural context must be
‘considerate’ of the rest of the genes in the genome. The
situation could be different in artiﬁcial systems, especially in
the biotechnology context in which a more ‘selﬁsh-gene’
approach could be justiﬁed. Here high expression of a gene in a
host may be justiﬁed even if overall ﬁtness of the host cell is
signiﬁcantly compromised, as long as the system is economically cost-effective. Another prime difference is that heterologous systems often reach very high expression levels, much
beyond even highly expressed genes in their natural genomes.
The design considerations of the genes’ sequence and their
interaction with the cellular machinery in the two cases might
thus be very different. We anticipate that future studies will
expand upon existing attempts to design nucleotide sequences
(given amino-acid sequence constraints) that optimize either
ﬁtness of the host or productivity of a given desired protein
(Kudla et al, 2009; Welch et al, 2009; Navon and Pilpel, 2011).

Codon choice may affect translation
ﬁdelity
So far we have discussed the effect of codon choice and mRNA
structure on the throughput of translation, but these parameters could also govern the ﬁdelity and accuracy of the
process. In the stochastic search for the right tRNA, the
ribosome might incorrectly bind a tRNA with a one basemismatch relative to the codon, often termed ‘near-cognate
tRNA’ (tRNAs with more than one base-mismatch relative to
the codon typically do not pass the initial screen; Rodnina and
Wintermeyer, 2001). If a near-cognate tRNA binds to the A-site
of the ribosome, the wrong amino acid might be incorporated,
creating a ‘missense translational error’. The frequency of such
translation errors in vivo was estimated to be 105 in yeast cells
(Stansﬁeld et al, 1998), but more recent measurements in
B. subtilis showed a surprisingly high rate of 102 (Meyerovich
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et al, 2010). Missense errors can also be caused by erroneously
charged tRNAs, with an overall error rate of 1 per 10 000 (Ibba
and Soll, 2000). Missense errors that might disrupt protein
function impose metabolic costs of wasted synthesis; if the
loss of function is accompanied with improper folding, the
damage might be even more pronounced. The misfolded
protein may interact with other cellular components, causing
protein aggregation (Bucciantini et al, 2002), disruption of
membrane integrity (Stefani and Dobson, 2003) and it may
ultimately result in cell dysfunction and disease—reviewed in
Gregersen, 2006.
Translation can thus be thought of in terms of a competition
process between the cognate and near-cognate tRNAs for a
given codon, where the higher the concentration of correct
tRNAs, the lower the probability of binding the wrong ones.
Indeed in E. coli, the frequency of missense errors is
diminished by ninefold if the same amino acid is translated
by a codon that corresponds to an abundant tRNA rather than
a low-abundance one (Precup and Parker, 1987).
The association between selection on synonymous site
and translation accuracy was quantitatively examined for the
ﬁrst time by Akashi (1994). Akashi (1994) showed higher
frequencies of preferred codons in evolutionarily conserved
amino-acid positions among Drosophila species. Comparing
only 38 orthologous genes among ﬂy species, Akashi (1994)
found that the frequency of preferred codons is signiﬁcantly
higher at conserved amino-acid positions compared with nonconserved ones. Akashi (1994) thus suggested that selection
favors optimal codons at sites where misincorporations
are most likely to disrupt protein functions. This type of
pioneering analysis was later applied in the full genome era to
E. coli (Stoletzki and Eyre-Walker, 2007), yeast, worm, mouse
and human (Drummond and Wilke, 2008), verifying the
signiﬁcant association between optimal codons and evolutionary conservation, supporting Akashi’s early notion that in
the very same positions where evolution conserved the
amino acid against DNA replication mutations it also insisted
on the preferred codons that would minimize the chance for
translation errors. Drummond and Wilke (2008) carried out
molecular-level evolutionary simulation of the effects of
misfolding due to translation errors on ﬁtness. They concluded
that selection acts on translation accuracy, but only if
misfolding imposes a direct ﬁtness cost. Their study suggested
that selection for translation accuracy, although intuitively
associated with production of functional proteins, might
mainly be derived by the need to globally prevent the toxic
consequences of misfolding errors. Selection against misfolding errors were further shown to not only associate with the
usage of preferred codons but also with preference of
misfolding-minimizing amino acids (Yang et al, 2010).
Selection pressure against misfolding is directly supported
by studies that focus on structurally sensitive sites, where
mutations are highly disruptive. Buried amino-acid residues
were shown to be preferentially encoded by more optimal
codons compared with solvent-exposed residues (Zhou et al,
2009). This is consistent with evidences for higher sensitivity
of protein core residues, compared with surface residues, to
mutations that occur during DNA replication (Tokuriki et al,
2007). The hypothesis of selection against mistranslationinduced protein misfolding is further sustained by a very
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different and yet complementary approach (Warnecke and
Hurst, 2010). These authors demonstrated coordinated
utilization of cis-acting (preferred codons) and trans-acting
(molecular chaperons) elements as a strategy for misfolding
prevention. They show that proteins, which attain their native
structure spontaneously, or at least without the aid of the
bacterial chaperonin GroEL, are enriched with preferred
codons at structurally sensitive sites, compared with proteins
that need the chaperonin for folding. The study thus suggests
that the chaperonin alleviates the need to optimize codons as a
means to prevent translation-mediated misfolding. Further, in
the context of translation accuracy, selection pressures on
synonymous sites also appear to act against frameshifting
errors (Farabaugh and Bjork, 1999), and to reduce the cost of
nonsense errors (Gilchrist et al, 2009).
But ‘errors’ are sometimes beneﬁcial, and the ability to
introduce them when needed may have even been selected
for. A striking recent example showed that under certain
stresses, a ‘programmed translation error’ may occur, which
leads to increased misincorporation of methionine residues
into the mammalian proteome (Netzer et al, 2009). Unlike the
misincorporation errors discussed above, this phenomenon
appears to feature elevation in misacylation of Met residues in
non-Met tRNAs. This observation is striking because methionine has a radical oxygen-protective capacity and sure enough
operates predominantly under oxidative stress.

The strategic role of the rare:
advantageous usage of disadvantageous
codons
In the previous sections we described the beneﬁts associated with
the usage of codons that correspond to abundant tRNAs—such
codons may enhance the speed and accuracy of the translation
elongation step. However, it is of interest to understand whether
codons which belong to the opposite side of the scale, namely,
codons that correspond to the least abundant tRNAs, are also
preferred in selected cases, or whether their usage is simply the
outcome of the absence of selection for abundant codons (Sharp
and Li, 1986). High frequencies of rare codons in lowly expressed
genes were observed in many genomes, including human (Lavner
and Kotlar, 2005). Rare codons have the potential to slow down
the translation elongation rate (Pedersen, 1984), due to the
relatively long dwell time of the ribosome in its search for rare
tRNAs. Several studies suggest that gene-wide codon bias in favor
of slowly translated codons serves as a regulatory means to obtain
low expression levels of protein when desired, for example, in the
case of regulatory genes, or where excess of the protein appears to
be detrimental or lethal to the cell (Konigsberg and Godson, 1983;
Zhang et al, 1991). The level of protein secondary structure was
also found to be associated with codon usage. Particularly, it was
found that fast folding a-helical sequences are preferentially
encoded by fast codons, whereas slower folding b-sheets strands,
loops and disordered structures are enriched with rare (slow)
codons (Thanaraj and Argos, 1996a).
More subtle are the cases in which only speciﬁc regions
within a gene might be strategically selected to feature slow
codons. For example, choice of slow codons was suggested
to affect co-translational folding—reviewed in Tsai et al, 2008.
& 2011 EMBO and Macmillan Publishers Limited

A simple model suggests that the strategic usage of rare codons
provides a pause during translation, during which an already
translated segment of a protein may be folded in the absence of
an otherwise potentially interfering segment that is not yet
translated (Komar et al, 1999; Tsai et al, 2008). Supporting this
notion is a study in which 16 consecutive rare codons in a
gene were replaced by synonymous optimal ones in E. coli.
Although the optimal codons enhanced the translation speed,
they appear to have reduced folding as deduced by a 20%
decrease in the encoded enzyme’s speciﬁc activity (Komar
et al, 1999). Such a manipulation in another gene of E. coli
resulted in elevated in vivo misfolding and aggregation rates
(Cortazzo et al, 2002). A small and yet signiﬁcant similar effect
was also obtained in yeast in a similar experiment (Crombie
et al, 1992, 1994). Removal of translational attenuation sites in
the bacterial SufI gene by an alternative approach, in which a
global increase of the translation rate was obtained by adding a
large excess of naturally rare tRNAs, also resulted in perturbed
folding (Zhang et al, 2009). The hypothesis that rare codons
are employed to temporally separate the synthesis of deﬁned
portions of the protein is consistent with the observation that
boundaries between domains—proteins’ independent folding
modules—are enriched with clusters of rare codons (Thanaraj
and Argos, 1996b).
In the last decade, the awareness of the fascinating biology
of intrinsically unstructured proteins has grown signiﬁcantly
(Gsponer et al, 2008). The function of such proteins often
depends on them being unstructured, and hence there have
been extensive computational (Uversky et al, 2000) and
experimental (Tsvetkov et al, 2008) efforts to identify such
proteins genome wide. Common to such attempts is the search
for signals in the protein amino-acid sequence that determine
its lack of structure. A plausible hypothesis is that obtaining an
unfolded structure also requires instructions from the nucleotide sequence, and in particular that coupled translationfolding determines unstructureness. Could it be that the strategic choice of certain codons, e.g., fast codons in domain
boundaries, can actually serve to reverse the above-mentioned
folding-promoting design, so that a protein will be unfolded? In
general, is there a code of translation efﬁciency that is needed
to create an unfolded protein? Can the effect of codon choice
on folding pathways be simply referred to as either ‘beneﬁcial’
or ‘deleterious?’ The answer is probably ‘no.’ A naturally
occurring mutation in the human MDR1 gene, involving a
synonymous rare-to-frequent codon substitution, led to slight
alternation in the native tertiary structure of the protein and
subsequent change in its substrate speciﬁcity (Kimchi-Sarfaty
et al, 2007). The wide potential impact of the co-translational
folding timing is further manifested by a recent observation
that codon usage might affect post-translation modiﬁcation
and folding, and as a consequence the stability of a protein due
to a forced choice between ubiquitination and an alternative
modiﬁcation (Zhang et al, 2010). More generally, an interesting
possibility is that proper post-translation modiﬁcation of
proteins, which sometimes takes place during the ‘pioneering
round of translation’ while the nascent chain emerges from the
ribosome, may require a certain optimal tempo of translation.
We may thus anticipate that some modiﬁcations, including
myristylation that occur co-translationally (Wilcox et al, 1987)
or others such as glycosylation, may require a certain rate of
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Figure 4 The predominant effect of selection on synonymous site on gene expression. Synonymous codons correspond to the same amino acid and yet might differ from each
other by their adaptation to the cellular tRNA pool and also by their contribution to the secondary structure and the stability of the transcript. The effect of each attribute on
translation properties and the further consequences on gene expression is marked with pale blue (for codon–anticodon adaptation) or yellow (for mRNA folding).

translation in their vicinity. Thus, the nucleotide sequence
that codes for the protein, and not only its amino-acid
sequence, may determine the modiﬁcations. In that respect it
is interesting to note that highly predictive amino-acid motifs
for some modiﬁcations remains elusive, and it might thus be
that inclusion of nucleotide sequence information may
facilitate the distinction between functional and non-functional post-translation modiﬁcation sites.

Summary
In this review, we discuss in detail the implication of selection
on synonymous site to translation properties. An overall view
of the effect of codon choice on gene expression is shown in
Figure 4. In summary, our understanding of the process of
translation has been revolutionized in the genome and systems
biology era. Two important characteristics of the process, its
efﬁciency and its ﬁdelity, are now understood much better
than just a few years ago. Still, the challenges ahead will be to
integrate all of the knowledge and insight that has accumulated from these various studies, and create a consistent model
of the translation process that will predict the proteome under
various conditions and cell types. Such a model will greatly
enhance our understanding of genomes and cellular circuits,
10 Molecular Systems Biology 2011

will help to elucidate the basis of cell-to-cell variation and will
shed light on the molecular basis of diseases.
Current points of debate have to do with the relative role of
codon choice and mRNA structure in affecting translation, the
relative contribution of control at the level of translation
initiation versus elongation, the relative extent of selection for
efﬁciency versus accuracy and the role of random drift versus
selection in shaping genes sequence. Even further, translation
itself constitutes only one of several steps in the gene
expression process, and gene expression as a whole poses
only part of the constraints that genes’ sequences must obey.
The same nucleotide should also support other features such
as nucleosome positioning, appropriate splicing (Warnecke
et al, 2009) and higher order structural elements of the DNA.
The apparent redundancy of the genetic code hence facilitates
a choice between an astronomical number of coding possibilities of a given amino-acid sequence and may thus facilitate
the coordinated satisfaction of many constraints, in addition to
translation efﬁciency, by the same sequence.
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